
STUDY HELPERS   GROUP 7 – PART A 

BOSTON TERRIER 

1. Conveys an impression of (3 words) ________________________________ with ________________________ 
2. In general appearance, particular consideration is given to ____________________________________________ 
3. It has a s_______________ s__________ appearance 
4. Skull is s________ and (flat / slightly rounded / domed); stop is (slight / well defined / deep) 
5. 4 words used to describe the muzzle _______________________________________________________ 
6. A Dudley nose is tolerated.  T / F 
7.  Eyes - ______________(shape); ______________(size); ____________________(set);_________________(colour) 
8. Ears - _____________(size); ____________________________(set); _____________________(carried) 
9. Jaw is broad and square; bite is even or slightly undershot.  T / F 
10. The body should appear s________ 
11. The tail is fine and tapering, and may be straight or screw.  T / F 
12. In gait, each step indicates ___________ and ___________ 
13. 4 words to describe the coat __________________________________________________ 
14. Colour(s) _________________________________________________________________________________ 
15.  A solid coloured dog should not be penalised.  T / F 
16. Location of required white markings is _____________________________________________________ 
17. Weight - ___________________________ 
 
 
CHOW CHOW 
 
 
1.   Characteristics - _______________ in appearance 
2. 2 unique characteristics - _________________________ and _________________________________ 
3.  Skull is (flat /slightly rounded / domed) and (narrow / broad / oval); with (distinct / little / no) stop 
4. The muzzle is tapering to a point like a fox.  T / F 
5. Eyes - ______________(size); __________________(shape); __________________(colour) 
6. Ears - ______________(size); __________________(carried); _______________________________(set) 
7. Ears give characteristic expression of ________________________ 
8. Tongue, gums, flews and roof of mouth are ________________________ 
9. Hindquarters – what gives characteristic gait? ________________________________________________ 
10. Feet are small, round and cat-like.  T / F 
11. Tail - ______________(set); _______________________________(carriage) 
12. Abundant stand-off coat. Outer coat texture ___________________; undercoat texture _____________________ 
13. Colour(s) __________________________________________________________________________ 
14. Minimum height - ____________________________ 
 
 
DALMATIAN 
 
1. S________________ in outline, free from c__________________ and l___________ 
2. Head is (rather long / of fair length / moderately short) and r_______________ 
3. Muzzle is short and powerful, never snipey, with ample lips.  T / F 
4. Eyes - _________________(size); __________________(shape); ____________________________________(set) 
5. The colour of the eyes is dark in black-spotted and amber in liver-spotted dogs.  T / F 
6. Ears - ___________________(set); ________________(size); _______________________________(carried) 
7. There are never spots on the ears.  T / F 
8. Forelegs are perfectly ___________________ with strong ______________ bone. 
9. The chest is (not too wide / wide / very wide); d__________ and c_______________________ 
10. Feet are cat-feet.  T / F 
11. 3 terms used to describe gait ________________________________________________________________ 
12. 5 words describing coat __________________________________________________________________ 
13. Ground colour is _________________________ 
14. Size of spots _____________________________________________________________ 
15. Where are the spots smaller? __________________________________________________ 
16. Spots may run together.  T / F 
17.  Ideal height – Dogs _________________________; Bitches ______________________ 
 



 
EURASIER 
 
1. A  _________ sized dog of ___________ type 
2. Length of back (slightly longer than / almost equal to / slightly shorter than) height at withers 
3. Length of muzzle (slightly longer than / almost equal to / slightly shorter than) length of skull 
4. Shape of head ___________________; planes of bridge of nose and skull _________________ 
5. Stop is (well defined / barely defined / sloping) 
6. Cheeks are pronounced.  T / F 
7. Eyes - _______________(size); ___________________(colour); Lid aperture ___________________________ 
8. Ears - _______________(size); __________________(shape); __________________(carried) 
9. Tips of ears and centre of stop form ______________________________ 
10. Bite may be either scissor or pincer.   T / F 
11. Forechest (is / is not) well developed. 
12. The hock is (short / of good length / long) 
13. The feet are round and compact; free from long hair.  T / F 
14. Hair on the tail is b________. Carried _____________________________________________ 
15. Coat is (single / double).  
16. Longer hair on the neck forms a mane.  T / F 
17. Colour(s) ________________________________________________________________________ 
18. Height – Dogs ________________________; Bitches ________________________ 
19. Weight – Dogs ________________________; Bitches ________________________ 
20. Ideals to aim for in size __________________________________ 
 
 
KEESHOND 
 
1. Head is ________-like with small, p_________ ears 
2. In general appearance the body is described as ___________ and _______________ 
3. Temperament shows marked (herding / sporting / guarding) tendency 
4. Skull is (flat / slightly rounded / domed) and stop is (slight / definite / pronounced) 
5. Eyes - ___________(size); _____________(shape); ________________(set); _________________(colour) 
6. Special characteristic relating to the eyes is _________________________________________________________ 
7. Ears - ____________(size); ________________(shape); _________________________(set); _____________(carried)  
8. The muzzle is dark and the lips are black.  T / F 
9. Neck moderately (long / short) and (straight / arched), covered in ________________________________________ 
10. Body length from withers to tail is (less than / equal to / more than) height at withers 
11. Feet - _______________________(shape); _______________(colour) 
12. 4 words describing gait - c ________, b__________, s___________, s__________ 
13. Harsh coat with dense ruff, feathering on forelegs and profuse light coloured trousers.  T / F 
14. Colour(s) ______________________________________________ 
15. Ideal height – Dogs ____________________; Bitches ________________________ 
 
 
LHASA APSO 
 
1. Gives the appearance of _______________________________________ 
2. Skull is moderately narrow & ________________________________________ to a marked degree 
3. Length of muzzle _________cm (_______ins) 
4. Length of muzzle = _________ length of head 
5. Eyes - ____________(size); _______________________(set); _______________(colour) 
6. Ears are pendant & heavily feathered. What else is an asset? ____________________________ 
7. Mouth - ______________________ bite 
8. Body length is (less than / equal to / greater than) height at withers 
9. Tail - __________(set); _______________________________________________________(carried) 
10. Gait – f_________ and j_____________ 
11. Coat is (double / single) 
12. Heavy head furnishingsd; good fall over eyes; good whiskers and beard.    T / F  
13. Colour(s) ______________________________________________________________________ 
14. Ideal height – Dogs _________________________; Bitches___________________ 
 
 



 
SCHIPPERKE 
 
1. S_________, c__________, a_________ dog 
2. Expression __________________________ 
3. Skull fairly (narrow / broad), (flat / slightly rounded / domed), with (definite / sloping / little) stop 
4. Muzzle (short / moderate / long) in length and (square / fine / broad) 
5. Eyes - __________________(shape); _____________(colour) 
6. Ears - __________________(size); ___________________________(shape); ______________________(carried) 
7. Neck is rather (long / short) 
8. Hindquarters are lighter than forequarters.  T / F 
9. 3 types of acceptable tail ___________________________________________________________________ 
10. Gait is a long, brisk stride.  T / F 
11. Coat – smooth on _____________________________ ; long, erect & thick on ___________________________ 
12. Colour(s)____________________________________________________________ 
13.  Weight - _______________________________ 
 
 
SHAR PEI 
 
1. 3 characteristics _____________________________________________________________________________ 
2. Size of head is __________________________ 
3. Muzzle is moderately broad and full with no suggestion of tapering.  T / F 
4. Profuse wrinkle on forehead and cheeks.  T / F 
5. Eyes - ______________(size); _____________(shape); ______________(colour) 
6. Expression is _________________ 
7. Any eye problems? ____________________________________________________________________ 
8. Ears - __________(size); ____________(shape); _____________(set); ______________________________(carried) 
9. Mouth - ______________(bite); ________________________________________(colour) 
10. Padding of lower lip should not ___________________________________________________ 
11. Neck is (short / medium / long) in length with (some / moderate / ample) loose skin 
12. Height at withers (greater than / approximately equal to / shorter than) length from shoulders to buttocks 
13. Adult dogs should show moderate wrinkling over the entire body.  T / F 
14. 3 ways for tail to be carried ______________________________________________________________________ 
15. Coat is (double / single) and extremely _____________ 
16. Length of coat – short and bristly __________cm (____ins) OR longer & thicker ____(cm) (___ins) to ____cm (____ins) 
17. Colour(s)__________________________________________________________________ 
18. Height - _________________________ 
 
 
SHIH TZU 
 
1.  Distinctly _______________ carriage and ‘____________________________’ face 
2. What gives this special effect to the face? ___________________________________________ 
3. Head (broad / narrow), (square / round / oval ), (narrow / wide) between the eyes 
4. 4 words to used describe the muzzle ___________________________________________________________ 
5. Eyes - __________(size); _____________(shape); _____________(colour); __________________________(set) 
6. Ears - _____________(size); _______________________________(set); _______________________(carried) 
7.  Mouth is w________; bite _____________________ or ____________ 
8. Legs are (short / medium / long) in length with (fine / round / ample) bone 
9. Body (shorter than / equal to / longer than) height at withers 
10. Feet are rounded, firm and well covered with hair.  T / F 
11. Gait is a____________ and s_____________ f____________ 
12. What is shown in the rear action? ___________________ 
13. Coat (single / double); long, dense and (is / is not) curly 
14. Colour(s)_____________________________________________________________________________ 
15. Height - __________________________________ 
16. Ideal weight - _____________________________ 
 
 
 
 



 
TIBETAN TERRIER   
 
 
1. Outline is ___________ 
2. Length of skull is _________ , described as neither ________ nor absolutely ________ between ears 
3. Stop is (slight / marked / exaggerated) 
4. Head well furnished with long hair, forward over eyes, and having a small beard.  T / F 
5. Expression is r__________ 
6. Eyes - _________(size); ____________(shape); __________________(set); ____________(colour) 
7. Ears - _____________(size); _____________(shape); ____________________(set); ____________________(carried)  
8. 2 acceptable bites are _____________________________________________ 
9. Length of body (shorter than / equal to / longer than) height at withers 
10. Both fore and hindquarters are sparsely furnished.  T / F 
11. Feet - _____________(size); _______________(shape); heavily furnished between toes and pads  Yes / No 
12. Unusual characteristic of the feet is ___________________________________________ 
13. Tail very well feathered, set on fairly high and carried in a gay curl over back.  T / F 
14. Coat is (single / double), (short / medium length / long) and (fine / silky / woolly) 
15. Colour(s) _____________________________________________________________________ 
16. Height – Dogs _______________________; Bitches _________________________ 
 
 
 
Answers: 
Boston Terrier: 1. Determination, strength, activity , style of high order  2. Balance, expression, colour and white markings  3. Striking 
square  4. Square, flat, well defined  5. Short, square, wide, deep  6. F  7. Round, large, wide apart, dark  8. Small, as near to corners of skull 
as possible, erect  9. T  10. Short (square O.K.)  11. T  12. Grace, power  13. Short, smooth, bright, fine  14. Brindle, seal or black with 
required white markings  15. F  16. Muzzle band, blaze & forechest  17. Not to exceed 11.4kg (25lbs)  
Chow Chow: 1. Leonine  2. Stilted gait, bluish-black tongue  3. Flat, broad, little  4. F  5. Small, almond, dark (some allowance for lighter 
coloured dogs)  6. Small, stiffly erect, well forward over eyes & wide apart  7. A scowl  8. Bluish-black, black  9. Hocks well let down & 
perfectly straight  10. T  11. High, well over back  12. Rather coarse, soft & woolly  13. Whole coloured black, red, blue, fawn, cream or 
white; or parti-colour  14. 46cm (18ins) 
Dalmatian: 1. Symmetrical, coarseness, lumbar  2. Of fair length, refined  3. F  4. Medium, round, moderately well apart  5. T  6. Rather 
high, moderate, close to head  7. F  8. Straight, round  9. Not too wide, deep, capacious  10. T  11. Any of smooth, powerful, rhythmic, long 
stride, great freedom  12. Short, hard, dense, sleek, glossy  13. Pure white  14. 5c to 20c coin  15. On extremities  16. F  17. 58-61cm (23-
24ins); 56-58cm (22-23ins)  
Eurasier: 1. Medium, Spitz  2. Slightly longer  3. Almost equal to  4. Wedge-shaped, parallel  5. Barely defined  6. F  7. Medium, dark, 
slightly slanting   8. Medium, triangular, pricked   9. A nearly equilateral triangle  10. T  11. Is  12. Of good length  13. F  14. Bushy, lying bent 
over back, bent slightly sideways or rolled up  15. Double  16. F  17. All colours and colour combinations except white, white patches or 
liver  18. 52-60cm (20½-23½ins); 48-56cm (19-22ins)  19. 23-32kg (50-70lbs); 18-26kg (40-57lbs)  20. Mid range 
Keeshond: 1. Fox, pointed  2. Short, compact  3. Guarding  4. Flat, definite  5. Medium, almond, oblique, dark  6. Well defined ‘spectacles’ 
– pencilled black line from corner of eye to ear  7. Small, ivy-leaf, neither too wide nor meeting, erect  8. T  9. Long, arched, profuse coat 
forming a large ruff  10. Equal to  11. Round & cat-like, cream  12. Clean, brisk, straight, sharp  13. T  14. Mixture of grey & black  15. 46cm 
(18ins); 43cm (17ins) 
Lhasa Apso: 1. Well balanced, solid dog  2. Falls away behind the eyes 3. 3.8, 1½  4. One third  5. Medium, frontally placed, dark  6. Dark 
tips   7. Reverse scissor  8. Greater than  9. High, well over back and not like a pot-hook  10. Free, jaunty  11. Double  12. T  13. Golden, 
sandy, honey, dark grizzle, slate, smoke, parti-colour, black, white, brown  14. 25cm (10ins); slightly smaller 
Schipperke: 1. Small, cobby, active  2. Sharp, foxy  3. Narrow, flat, little  4. Moderate, fine  5. More oval than round, dark brown  6. 
Moderate length, not too broad at base tapering to a point, stiffly erect  7. Short  8. T  9. Naturally tailless, full length tightly curled & 
carried over back, fully coated partial length (this one not desirable)  10. F  11. Head, ears, legs, also close on back & sides; neck (mane & 
ruff), culottes on back of thighs 12. Usually black. Other whole colours permissible  13. 5½-7½kg (12-16lbs) 
Shar Pei: 1. Loose skin, frowning expression, harsh bristly  2. Relatively large  3. T  4. F 5. Medium, almond, dark  6. Frowning  7. No 
disturbance due to folds, skin or hair. No entropion  8. Very small, triangular, high & well forward over eyes, tips pointing towards eyes 9. 
Scissor, tongue, roof of mouth, gums & flews bluish/black  10. Interfere with the bite  11. Medium, some  12. Approx. equal to 13. F  14. 
High & curved, in a tight curl, curved over  15. Single, harsh  16. Under 1.25, ½ ; 1.25 (½) to 2.5 (1)  17. All solid colours  18. 46-51cm (18-
20ins) 
Shih Tzu: 1. Arrogant, chrysanthemum-like  2. Hair growing upwards on the muzzle  3. Broad, round, wide  4. Any of wide, square, short, 
not wrinkled, flat, hairy  5. Large, round, dark, placed well apart  6. Large, slightly below crown of skull, drooping  7. Wide, slightly 
undershot, level  8. Short, ample  9. Longer than  10. T  11. Arrogant, smooth flowing  12. Full pads  13. Double, is not  14. All, parti-colours 
15. No more than 27cm (10½ins)  16. 4½-7½kg (10-17lbs) 
Tibetan Terrier: 1. Square  2. Medium, domed, flat  3. Marked  4.  T  5. Resolute  6. Large, round, fairly wide apart, dark brown  7. Not too 
large, V-shaped, high on side of skull, pendant  8. Scissor or reverse scissor  9. Equal to  10.  F  11. Large, round, yes  12. No arch, stand well 
down on pads   13. T  14. Double, long, fine  15. White, golden, cream, grey, smoke, black, parti & tri- colour (any colour except chocolate & 
liver)  16. 36-41cm (14-16ins); slightly smaller 
 
 
    



NAME THE BREED!! 
 
• Length of coat should be such as to still reveal the body proportions    ____________________ 
• Balanced, strong, muscular, active dog of good demeanour    ____________________  
• Lively, highly intelligent, smooth coated, short headed, compactly built, …  ____________________ 
• Small cobby active dog, with sharp foxy expression     ____________________ 
• Compact, short-coupled and well balanced dog, leonine in appearance  ____________________ 
• Coat is short, smooth, bright and fine in texture     ____________________ 
• Eyes, set moderately well apart, medium size, round, bright and sparkling  ____________________ 
• Sturdy, abundantly but not excessively coated dog     ____________________ 
• Ears dark, small ivy-leaf in shape, erect, velvety texture    ____________________ 
• Relatively loose skin, frowning expression, harsh bristly    ____________________ 
• Dogs larger and more powerful than bitches      ____________________ 
• Sturdy, medium sized, long haired, generally square outline    ____________________ 
• Gait arrogant, smooth flowing, … strong rear action showing full pad   ____________________ 
• Heavy head furnishings with good fall over eyes, good whiskers and beard  ____________________ 
• Determination, strength and activity, with style of high order   ____________________ 
• Free and jaunty in movement       ____________________ 
• Minimum height to be 46cm (18ins)       ____________________ 
• Feet are well padded, round, cat-like, tight, cream in colour    ____________________ 
• Tongue, roof of mouth, gums and flews bluish black (2 breeds)   ____________________ 
• Mouth slightly undershot or level/even  (2 breeds)     ____________________ 
• Weight about 5½-7½kg (12-16lbs)       ____________________ 
 
Answers: Eurasier, Dalmatian, Boston, Schipperke, Chow, Boston, Dalmatian, Shih Tzu, Keeshond, Shar Pei, Shar Pei, Tibetan Terrier, Shih 
Tzu, Lhasa, Boston, Lhasa, Chow, Keeshond, Shar Pei/Chow, Shih Tzu/Boston, Schipperke 
 
 
 
 

WHOSE HEAD?? 
 
 Skull moderately narrow, not quite flat, short foreface with medium stop, muzzle about 3.8cm (1½ins) long but not 

square  
 Skull square, flat on top, cheeks flat, brow abrupt and stop well defined; muzzle short, square, wide and deep, shorter in 

length than in width or depth and approximately one-third length of skull 
 Skull of medium length, neither domed nor absolutely flat between ears; marked stop but not exaggerated; muzzle 

strong, equal in length to skull; well furnished with long hair, falling forward but not affecting ability to see 
 Head relatively large, skull flat and  broad, moderate stop; muzzle moderately broad and full with no suggestion of 

tapering; lips and top of muzzle slightly padded 
 Head of fair length, entirely free from wrinkle; skull flat, reasonably broad between ears but refined; moderate stop; 

muzzle long and powerful 
 Well-proportioned, wedge-shaped head when seen from above; definite stop; dark muzzle equal to length of flat skull, 

neither coarse nor snipey; nose black  
 Skull not round, but fairly broad, flat, with little stop; muzzle moderate in length, fine but not weak, well filled under 

eyes; nose black and small 
 Head broad, round, wide between ears; muzzle of ample width, square, short, not wrinkled, flat and hairy; about one 

inch from top of nose to definite stop; nose level or slightly tip-tilted 
   
Answers: Lhasa, Boston, Tibetan Terrier, Shar Pei, Dalmatian, Keeshond, Schipperke, Shih Tzu     
      
      
  
 
      
    



PRACTICE MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 
 
1. The tail of the Shar Pei is carried 
 (a)  high and curved    (b)  curved over 
 (c)  in a tight curl     (d)  any of the above    
 (e)  none of the above 
         
2. The mouth of the Tibetan Terrier is 
 (a)  scissor or reverse scissor bite 
 (b)  scissor bite 
 (c)  slightly undershot or level bite 
                
3. The eyes of the Lhasa Apso are 
 (a)  dark, medium size, almond shaped, obliquely set 
 (b)  dark, medium size, frontally placed, not full 
 (c)  dark, large, round, placed well apart but not prominent  
 
4. The body of the Boston Terrier 
 (a)  appears relatively short; broad, straight topline with tail set on high   
 (b)  should appear short; topline level and rump curves slightly to set on of tail 
 (c)  short and compact; topline slightly sloping from withers to set on of tail 
 
5. The colour of the Chow Chow 
 (a)  any whole colour, shaded with patches, or parti-coloured  
 (b)  black, red, blue, fawn, cream, white, or parti-coloured 
 (c)  whole coloured black, red, blue, fawn, cream or white 
 
6. The feet of the Tibetan Terrier  
 (a)  small, rounded, firm and well covered with hair 
 (b)  round and cat-like, with good pads; well feathered 
 (c)  large, round, heavily furnished with hair; standing well down on pads  
 

7. The eyes of the Shar Pei 
 (a)  medium size, dark, almond shaped with frowning expression 
 (b)  dark and small, triangular shaped with scowling expression 
 (c)  moderate size, round, bright and sparkling with intelligent expression  
 
8. The temperament of the Dalmatian 
 (a)  of good demanour 
 (b)  proud dignified bearing; loyal and faithful 
 (c)  friendly, lively dog; excellent disposition 
 
9. The coat of the Shih Tzu 
 (a)  topcoat heavy, straight and hard, of good length with dense undercoat 
 (b)  long, dense, not curly, with good undercoat 
 (c)  topcoat profuse, fine, long, either straight or waved, woolly undercoat  
 
10. The ears of the Keeshond 
 (a)  dark, small ivy-leafed in shape, of velvety texture and carried erect 
 (b)  medium size, V-shaped, covered with dense hair, carried semi-erect 
 (c)  moderately large, ivy-leaf shape, well set on head, soft texture and carried erect    
 
 
Answers: 1. d  2. a  3. b  4. b  5. c  6. c  7. a  8. c  9. b  10. a   
  
 

 

  

 


